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Mobile Radio Channel Characteristics

N MOBILE RADIO SYSTEMS, the propagation
between
the transmitting antenna and the mobile unit antennais over
several paths, namely, the line of sight path and the paths due
to scattering causedby reflections from and diffractions around
obstructions.Theseinterfering
signals produce a complex
standing-wave pattern of varying field strength, with. maxima
and minima being of the order of a quarter wavelength apart.
As a result of the vehicle movement through this standingwave
pattern, the received signal experiences 'random variations in
both amplitude and phase. Fades
of 40dB or more below the
mean
signal
level are
common,
with
succeSsive minima
occurring about every half wavelength of the carrier transmissionfrequency.The
received signalfluctuatesasthe
vehicle
moves, thus distorting speech when transmitted by conventional
methods.
Starting from a model based on multipath wave interference
arising from multiple scattering of the waves by buildings and
other structures in the vicinity of the mobile unit, Clarke
[I]
and Cans [2] have shown that the envelopeof the mobile radio
signal is Rayleigh distributed when measured over distances of
a few tens of wavelengths, where the mean signal
is sensibly
constant, whereas, the phaseof the received signal is uniformly
distributedfrom 0 to 27r. Therefore,theprobabilitydensity
function of the received signal envelope S relative to the lpcal
mean = E(S), canbewrittenas:
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Althoughthestatistics
of the received signalenvelopeare
Rayleigh distributed, the local-mean Z varies typically between
6 to 12 dB due to shadowing. Shadowingof the radio signal by
buildings and hills leads to'a gradual change in the local-mean
which can be characterized statistically by log-normal distribution [3] with
two
parameters
(md,
a).
The
log-normal
distribution with parameters (md, a ) in dB is described by the
probability density function:

where K is a constant, l l l d and a2 are the mean and varianceof
the corresponding normal distribution.
The probability density functionof the signal envelope under
Rayleigh fading and log-normal shadowing hasbeen derived in
[4] and it is given by:

where k is a constant, and a = 20 loglo ?i
The expected rate at which the envelope crosses a specified
value R, can be obtained using [5]:

-1

N -

P(R,S)d i

where N R is the level crossing rate, k is the time derivative of
theenvelopeamplitude
S, and P(R,S) is the-jointdensity
function of the signal envelope at S = R and S. It has been
shown (for Rayleigh fading only) [3] that the deeper the fade,
the less frequently it is expected to occur. The average duration
of fade is defined as:
r=

P(S 9 R)
NR

Both the rate N R and the average duration 7 of the fades are
useful in the evaluation of the receiver performance.
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6) Service to vehicles and portables

Besides therandomvariations
in signalamplitudeand its
phase, each component plane
wave has a Doppler shiftassociated
with it depending on the mobile speed, the carrier
frequency, and
the angle its propagation vector makes with the mobile
velocity
vector.
fD

=

V
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7) Regular telephone service and special services, including
dispatch
8) High quality of service and affordability
Frequency reuse and cell splittingsummarizethe
features of the cellular concept.

(Y

essential

Basics of the Cellular Concept

V

where - is the maximum Doppler shift (cy = 0) at the carrier
h
wavelength A, and v is the vehicle speed.
The signal power falls off (attenuates) rapidly as the vehicle
moves away from the base station. Attenuation
of the signal
power with distance changes from an inverse cubic law to an
inverse fourth power law. The received signal power is a function
of basestationandmobileunitantennasheight,separation
between the two antennas, transmission frequency, width and
orientationofthestreetsinurbanareas,andatmospheric
conditions. Describedbelow are someof the parameters that are
useful in the evaluation of channel characteristics.

,

Coherence Distance
This is the minimum distance
between two points for
which the
signals are not strongly correlated, that
is with a correlation
coefficient of less than 0.5 [3]. The coherence distanceis typically
of the order of one-half wavelength in an urban location. This
property of the channel enables space
diversity to be used inorder
to combat the effects of Rayleigh fading.

Coherence Bandwidth
The different path lengths for the received signal give rise to
different propagation time delay, typical spreads in time delays
range from a fraction of a microsecond to many microseconds,
depending on the type of environment. The existence of the
different time delaysin the variouswaves that make up the total
field, causes the statistical propertiesof two signals of different
frequencies to become essentially independent if the frequency
separation is largeenough.Thecoherencebandwidth
B, is
defined [6] as the frequency spacingbetween two signals with a
correlation coefficient of 0.5 or less. B, is typically from 30 kHz to
1 mHz.Thefrequency
selective properties of mobileradio
channelmake itpossible forsome system plans to employ
frequency diversity in order to combat the effects of fading.

The total coverage area is dividedintointerlockingpolygons
called a cell. Each one containsits own land radio equipment for
transmission to and reception from mobile units within
cell. A
the
cellular system couldbe designedwith squareorequilateral
triangular cells, but for economic reasons, the regular hexagonal
shape has been adopted for Advanced Mobile Phone Service
(Fig. I). Each cell is served by a base station located at the center
ofthe cell or at the alternate cornersof the hexagons. In the first
case, thecell site base station employs omnidirectional antennas
tocommunicatewiththesurroundingmobiles,
while in the
second case the cell site uses directional antennas with 120’
beamwidth to illuminate portions
of the three adjacent
cells which
meet at thecell site. The center-located
cell concept is likely to be
applied in small cities because it has the economic advantageof
requiring fewer cell sites. However, in large high rise cities, the
corner excitation arrangement
is more practicalbecause it gives a
form of space diversity that could improve the system performance in the presence of lognormal shadowing.
A fixed number of radio channels are allocated to each cell.
Since each base station provides coverage only over one
cell, the
group of channels allocated toa cell can be used by another cell
when the two are suitably separated geographically.isThis
called
the frequency reuse which is the second essential feature of the
cellularconcept.The
idea of employingfrequency reusein
mobile-telephone service on a shrunken geographicalscale hints
at the cellular concept. Instead of covering an entire local area
from one land transmitter
site with highpower at a high elevation,
the service providercandistributetransmitters
of moderate
power throughout the coverage area, thus, increasing system
the

Coherence Time
The differencein time between two samples
of the signal with
a
correlation coefficient of 0.5 is termed the coherence timeof the
channel. A typical value of T, is 1.3 ms or more. The frequency
dispersive properties of the channel can be utilizedina time
diversity scheme to combat the effect of fading.
The next sectiondiscusses the concepts of cellular systems and
how they could provide effective service to mobile users.
Cellular Systems
A spectrum efficient high-capacity system with a flexibility to
accommodate the increaseduser densities, called the “Advanced
Mobile Phone Service” system, has
been studied by MacDonald
[7]. The service trial of the Advanced Mobile Phone Service
(AMPS) was begun in the Chicago area in 1979. The system
objectives are [8]:
I ) Large subscriber capacity

2) Efficient use of the spectrum
3) Nationwide compatibility
4) Widespread availability

5) Adaptability to traffic density
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capacity. This frequency reuse causes co-channel interference,
since the terrain or buildings in the vicinity of the mobile or the
cell sites can cause a receiver to block a transmitter in a more
distant cell site. In order to control this
effect and to evaluatethe
system performance,we define the reuse distance ratio D as ''the
ratio of the distancebetween cell sites that use the samechannels
to the cell's radius," Fig. 1, where D as a function of co-channel
interference has been evaluated [IO-I I]. The results which have
high levels ofco-channel
been obtained in [ 1 I ] reveal that to avoid
interference it is necessary to use large D.
The cells form a natural block or cluster around the reference
of its co-channelcells. The exact
cell in the center and around each
shape of a valid cluster is not unique, all thatis required is that it
contains exactly one
cell with each label. Figure
1 shows a cluster
N,
where
with C= 7. The numberof channels in each cell, N s = -,
C
N , is the total number
of channels available for the
system. and c
is the cluster size given by:
C = ( i + j j 2 - ij

Here, i and j are positive integers including zero.
Initially, a fixed number of channels N S per cell are allocated.
Asthesuburbanareassurroundingthemetropolitancenters
grow, more hexagonal
cells can be appended to the initial
system.
When the users'density in the metropolitan centerincreases and
more channels than N s are required, the cells are divided into
smaller cells and the minimum reuse distance, D, which provide
low level of interference is maintained. This process
is called "cell
splitting." Ideally, if N s is of reasonable size to start with, no
further allocation is needed as demand increases.

System Description
Communication to and from any mobile unit
is made via the
base station serving the cell in which the mobile unit is located.
Each base station "cell site" is equipped with a controller that
performscall set up,callsupervision,mobilelocation
[12],

F'g. 1. The"basie"structure
orthe AMPS system with cell sites
"

'

(Base station) located at the center
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handoffs, and call termination. All base stations are connected
(via wire lines) to and controlled by a central Mobile Telephone
Switching Office(MTS0)which servesas a routing center, is,
that
mobile location and handoffs when the mobile
moves from one
cell to another, Fig.2. A processor within each mobile conducts
the signaling, radio control, and customer alerting functions.
Radio communication in AMPS employs frequency modulation.Transmissionfrommobilesto
cell sites uses channel
frequencies between825 and 845 MHz, and fromcell sites to the
mobiles, frequencies between 870 and 890 MHz areused. Each
band is then divided into narrow band
(30 KHz bandwidth)
channels, and communicationis effected using channel-pair per
cell.
Two typesof radio channels are required. One is
type
called the
set up channel. Set up channels transmit and
receive only binary
data messages. Theyarethecommon
use channelsandare
monitored by mobiles which d o not have an activecall in
progress. They are used only for initiating or setting up phone
calls. The second typeis called the voice channel, which provides
the talking path for the customers and also handles short
of bursts
data that may be required for control purposes during the call.
When the mobile radio unit crosses the
cell boundary the
MTSO must re-route the call, and also an idle channel-pair
in the
new call must be found. If no channels are availablein the new
cell, the call is permitted to degrade until a channelis available.

Channel Assignment in Cellular System
In a cellular mobile radio system, the number of channels in
each cell is determined by the user density, the frequency reuse
distance D (to produce an acceptable'co-channel interference),
andtheavailablebandwidth.Afterabasestationhas
been
a channel assignment
assigned to serve the mobile radio unit,
procedure must be followed to determineif a channel is available
or not.
In a fixed channel assignment
[ 131 scheme, a subsetof the total
available channels is permanently assigned to serve a certain cell.
The channel subsets are
reused in the coverage area separated
by a
reuse distance. Only channels
from this subset can be
used to serve
a call within thecell. If all the channels
in this subset are busy, then
service cannot be provided (blockedcall) even though there may
be vacant channels among those which are assigned to serve in
adjacent cells.
In dynamic channel assignment scheme
[13-15] all channelsarekept in a central pool, and any channel can be
usedin any
coverage area"cell." In order to avoid a high
level of co-channel
interference, a channel can be reused simultaneously in another
cell if they are separated by D. Control of a dynamic channel
assignment system requires access toand
processing large
quantities of data; a fast digital computer is required. Channels
are assigned to serve calls
based on the stateof the system and in
order to optimize some parameter within the system, different
channel borrowing strategies havebeen proposed and simulated
[13,16]. InHybridChannelAssignment,thetotalnumber
of
channelsavailablefortheentire
system is dividedintotwo
groups. One group contains channels using the Fixed Channel
Assignment scheme, the other group contains channels using the
DynamicChannelAssignmentscheme.Simulationstudyhas
been carried out [17], to investigate in what ratio the channels
should be divided. It was found that the optimum ratio depends
on the percentage increase in the traffic density.
A channel assignment that reduces the co-channel interference,
spurious, and intermodulation was proposed
by Box [ 191. A new
channel assignment scheme has been proposed and simulated in
[20]. This scheme uses a flexiblefixed channel assignment with
borrowing and channel reassignment
in such away as tominimize
the blocking probability. The results
reveal that such strategy has
a better performance than other known assignments.

Inthenextsection
techniques usefulin
radio.

we shall discuss some of the diversity
improvingthecommunication
in mobile

Diversity Techniques for Land Mobile Radio

Different types of diversity, such as space diversity, frequency
diversity, polarization and angle diversities, and time diversity,
can be used toimprovetheperformance
of communication
systems. (Diversity in land mobile radio is used to combat the
effect of Rayleigh fading signal discussed earlier.)
Time diversity, as the name suggests, involves the repetition
of messages and
hence,
delays
the
effective information
transfer. Sequential amplitude samples
of a randomly fading
signal, if separated sufficiently in time, will be uncorrelated
with eachotherandtherefore,thesamplesprovide“independent information.” However, the minimum time separation
between samples is inversely proportional to the speed of the
vehicle. Inotherwords,forthestationary
vehicle, thetime
diversity is useless. Even though the delay can be tolerated, the
abovefundamentallimitationrulesouttime
diversity for
mobileradio.Perhapsspaceandfrequency
diversity arethe
best applicable.
Spacediversityhastheadvantagethat
it doesnot need
additional spectrum. The basic requirement is that the spacing
of the antennas in the receiving or transmitting array be chosen
so that the individual signals are at least partially uncorrelated.
Recalling the discussion on channel characteristics, we see that
the antenna spacing of roughly one half wavelength could be
sufficient. At 850 MHz,thismeansafraction
of ameter
separation, which canbe achieved in mobiles. However,for
diversity at the base station, since the important scatterers are
in theimmediate
vicinity of the mobile, thebasestation
antennas
must
be considerably
farther
apart
to
achieve
decorrelation. Separation of the order of tens of wavelengths
would probably be adequate at the base station [21]. We shall
subsequently discuss some of the combining schemes.
Instead of transmittingthedesired
message overspatially
separated paths, as described in space diversity, one can employ
different frequencies to achieve independent diversity branches.
The frequencies must be separated enough
so that the fading
associatedwith
differentfrequencies
is uncorrelated. If the
spacing between thecarriers
is sufficiently largerthanthe
coherencebandwidth,thenindependentfading
of thetwo
signals can be expected. The price paid is increased spectrum
usage. However, by use of spread spectrum concepts, it may be
possible to achieve“frequencydiversity”withoutthe
loss of
spectral efficiency.
Specific Space Diversity Combining Techniques
for Mobile Radio
Selection diversit-v-this is perhaps the simplest techniqueof
all. Referringto Fig. 3, we see thatone of the M receivers
having the highest baseband SNR is connected to the output.
As far as the statistics of the output signal are concerned, it is

Voice

output, best one of

Fig. 3. Principles of selection combining.

immaterial where ( I F or R F or at the antennas) theselection is
done. Two branch diversity can improve the signal level by I O
dB at the 99 percent reliability level (called the diversity gain);
four-branch diversity yields 16dB diversity gain.
Maximal ratio combining-here the M signals are weighted
proportionally to their individual signal voltage-to-noise power
ratios and then summed. Figure 4 shows the essentials of the
method.Theindividualsignalsmust
be co-phased before
combining, in contrastto
selection diversity.This
kind of
combining gives the best statistical reduction of fading of any
known linear diversity combiner. A two branch diversity gain
of up to 11.5 dBgainat 99 percentreliability level can be
achieved, and four branches can give 19 dB gain. It may now
always be convenient or desirabletoprovidethevariable
weighting capability required for true maximal ratio combining.
Instead, the gains may all be set equal to a constant value of
unity,and“equalgaincombining”
results. This is onlya
fraction of a decibel poorer than maximal ratio.
The AMPS system can use space diversity at both ends (see
voice anddatatransmission)although
mobile manufacturers
typically d o not yet offer diversity at the mobiles. Improved
systems, with many branch space diversities are under investigation [57,58].
Spectrum-Efficient Technology for Mobile Radio

With the availability of 40 MHz in the 800 MHz band for
land-mobile
radio,
the
interest
focused on the effective
utilization of thefrequencyspectrum,that
is accommodating
the maximum number of users in a given geometrical location,
within the available bandwidth and at a reasonable cost.While
three possible methods have been proposed,
no
clear-cut
decision on anymethodtakingintoconsideration
all the
aspects,could be made yet. In [22-231 possibility of a single
side band (SSB) amplitude modulation transmission to replace
theexistingFMmobileradio
wasdiscussed.
Thoughthe
authorhaspredicted
seven to tentimesincreased
spectrumutilization over FM, later reports [24] raised doubts about the
suitability of SSB as an alternative. The motivation touse SSB
is due to the fact that the modulated SSB signal occupies less
bandwidth than a narrow band FM signal.
Another possibility is to reduce the channel spacing to
12.5
KHz in an FM system. Finally, there’s the possibility of spreadspectrum modulation. At first, someone could wonder how the
spreading of bandwidthoccupied
by a usercould
lead to
increased spectral efficiency. In fact, it is possible to reduce the
interference
among
the
users by properly
spreading
the
transmitted energy, thereby accommodating many users over a
given bandwidth, as will be seen in the next section.
Spread Spectrum for Mobile Radio

M receivers

The first attempt to introduce spread spectrum as a spectrally
efficient scheme for mobile radio appeared with the proposal of
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Frequency
a
Hopped-DifferentialPhasedShift
Keyed system (FH-DPSK) [25,27]. Generally, a direct sequence spread
spectrum
system
performs
very poorly
under
multi-user
interference and fading channels[28]. Frequency hopping (FH)
schemes possess inherent capability to provide diversity against
frequency-selective fading
encountered
in mobile
channel.
Henceforth, we shall consider only the FH schemes. Some of
theadvantages of thespreadspectrum
which arenot easily
achievable with othersystemsaresummarized
in [25]. With
spreadspectrum,thequestionablecost
effectiveness andthe
formidable
technological
problems
in the
implementation
remains to be answered [26].
A preliminary analysis of FH systems [27,29,30] shows that
thesesystemscouldbespectrallymore
efficient thanthe
conventional FM systems. Another analysis of the FM syste’m
with several branch diversities indicates that this system could
be more efficient spectrally than the FH systems. However, all
these studies do not take into account all the relevant mobile
radioconditions,anduntilexperimentalresultsandfurther
analytical work are made available, no decisive choice could be
made. An alternative to FH-DPSK
is the Frequency Hopped
Frequency Shift Keying (FH-FSK) and this has been shown to
accommodate
more
simultaneous
users than
the
former
scheme. In the following paragraphs, we shall discuss these two
systems and summarize the available results.

sequence. For a binary
-t1, no phase change takes place. In
order to increase the resistance of this type of modulation to
interference, the allowed phase modulation sequences or words
are selected froma set of Northogonalwords,suchasthe
columns of Hadamard matrix [31].
Receiver
A block diagram of a typicalreceiver is shown in Fig. 6 .
Thereare
N sectionseachwith
a bandpassfilter,delay
element, product detector, anda low pass filter. Each section is
typical of a receiverused todetectDPSKsignals
[32]. The
array of tt second delay lines and the set of N band pass filters
selects thedesiredaddresswaveformout
of theincoming
signal. In other words, the band pass filter center frequencies
(01 ...O N ) are uniquely related to the address of the user under
consideration. Each band pass filter is matched to rectangular
chip of duration tl and therefore, has a noise bandwidth
of
1 i t l . All N chips pass through the filters at the same time and

FH-DPSK System [25,27]
Transmitter
A block diagram of the FH-DPSK transmitter is shown in
Fig. 5. There are two parts to the modulation process
in the
transmitter: addressing and encoding. Addressing is performed
by the MFSK generator, which repeats with period T a specific
sequence of N different tones or chips, each of duration tl (tl
= TIN). The specific sequence is generatedaccordingtoan
assignedaddresstotheuserandeach
user is assigned an
address which is distinguishable from others despite overlap in
some positions. Each mobile is fitted with a transmitter of the
kind described and with a receiver to be described. The power
radiated from each mobile is remotely controlled from the base
station to ensure that all the signals arriving at the base station
are nearly of equal strength. If this is not done, mobiles close
tothebasestation
will swampthesignals
of thosefurther
away. This is the “near-far” problem common to most spread
spectrum systems.
Signal information is impressed or encoded onto the MFSK
address sequence in the form of binary differential phase shift
keying. If a binary-I is to be transmitted in the L l h chip of the
addresssequence,thephase
of thatchip is changed by T
radians relative to the phase in the
lthchip of the previous
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I

Combiner

I

I

1

their phases (relative to the previous word) are
detected using
the T sec. delay element and the product detectors. After low
pass filtering to remove the second harmonic product terms,
the detector outputs are processed in a combiner circuit.
Combiner Circuits
Denoting the outputs of low pass filters asXp, p = 1, ...N and
...N we canexpress
the outputs of combiner as ck, k=l,
CL’Sas:
N

y=i

where hkQ are the elements of N X N Hadamard matrix. Due to
channel characteristics the possibility of a word detection error
is not
arises. It turns out thatthelinearcombiner(above)
the best to use in order to minimize the probability of error.
When XQ can be statisticallycharacterizedunder
Rayleigh
fadingandwithsomeinterferencemodels,
it is possible to
applyhypothesistesting to determine the correct word. This
leads to a likelihood receiver, which is the best in the sense of
minimizingtheprobability
of biterror,withtheavailable
information [33].
For successful operation of FH-DPSKunder
multi-user
environment, we need to assign addresses that possess certain
properties. Since transmission from the mobile units to thebase
stations are to be non-synchronous (which is advantageous), it
is desirable to use signal sets that have uniformly small crosscorrelation functions for any relative time shift. A classof time
frequencycodedsignalwiththe
one-coincidence property is
suitable for the purpose [25].
Assuming ideal conditions,that is nofading,no
receiver
noise and perfect synchronization,Rowehas
derived upper
bounds on the active users U for the best possible signal set as
functions of W, R b , alphabet size, and Pb [36]. Whereas these
results do not correspond to actual conditions, they predict the
best that is possible under ideal situations. In
[37] a n upper
bound on number of vectors (this when divided by number of
vectorsperuser
gives thenumber of users)possible
on d
dimensionalspace(hered
= 2TW) is obtained, given some
suitably defined root-mean square cross correlation C,,,.

where 77 is spectrum-efficiency, M is thenumber
of users
simultaneously served by the system, Rb is the bit rate per user,
and W is the one-way bandwidth.
We shall discuss later the merit of q as a measure of spectralefficiency in a larger context of the efficient utilization of the
spectrum allocated for land-mobile users. Presently,
q can be
used to compare two cellularsystems. A comparison of average
number of usable “channels” per cell for FH-DPSK and FM
systems showed that they
do not differgreatly.In [38], it is
notedthatnoerroroccurs
if thetransmission
is frame
synchronous (which is possible for base to mobile communications), and for frame-asynchronous mobile to
base communications, a good.estimate of P b wasarrivedat.Theanalysis
showed that only 26 users can be accommodated at P b < IO-’
and at large &,/No with W = 20 MHz; Rb = 32 kb/s, ‘and
orthogonalcodingrate
A = 5/32 (= logzN/N). Thisfigure
improvedto M = 46 from 26 by the useof hard-limited
combing [34]. However, likelihood combining did not give any
further significant improvement [33]. Another analysis of P b
withdifferentmodels
of fadingforthe envelope of received
signalwascarriedout
in [39]. Inalltheaboveanalyses,
shadow fading was neglected. Also, the assumption was made
thatthefrequencyseparation
between thespectrum of the
hopping signals was greater than the coherent bandwidthof the
mobilechannel.Eventhoughthis
gives the fullbenefit
of
diversity andmakestheanalysissimpler,thismaynot
be
strictly valid [40].
Next, we shall discuss anotherFH scheme which is more
efficient than FH-DPSK.
Frequency-Hopping Multi-Level Frequency-Shift
Keyed System (FH-MFSK)

A block diagram of the mth transmitterof FH-MFSK system
is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the
receiver. Theoperation of the system can be understood by
referring to Fig. 7, and Fig. 8. Every T seconds, K message bits
are loaded serially in a buffer and transferred out as
a K-bit
word X,,,. Assuming the modulo-2K adder does nothing for the
moment, X,,, will select one of the2Kpossibledifferent

Performance AnaIysis of FH DPSK System
The maximum number of simultaneous users that could be
accommodatedat a specific biterrorrate
is of interest in
analyzingadigitalmobileradio
system. Sincethisnumber
couldvarydependingontheavailablebandwidthoronthe
information bit rate, a measure defined as “spectral efficiency”
is also useful:
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frequenciesfromthetonegenerator.Atthe
receiver, the
spectrum of each T second
transmission
is analyzed to
determine which frequency, and hence, which K-bit word, X , is
sent. Of course, the system as such is useless for multiple-user
operation. If a second transmitter were to generate X,, neither
the receiver rn nor the receiver n would know whether todetect
X , or XnZ.Toavoidthis,
we addtheaddressgenerator
as
shown in Fig. 7 and assign a unique address to each user.
The basic interval T i s divided into L intervals of duration T
each.Over
T seconds,theaddressgenerator
of mth user
generates a sequence of L numbers:
am

=

(am/,

am2,

Transmit

-

... a m [ . )

L7

Fig. 9a. MatricesinTransmitPortion.

Each ami E{O, I, 2, ... 2K--I}
whereas in [30] each a m ; is selected atrandomfromthe
set
specified above (called “random address assignment”). There
arecertainaddressingschemes
[41,42] whichpossess certain
algebraicstructureand
hence,when decodedatthe
receiver
properly, could lead to better performance.
Now, each amPis added modulo-2K to X,, to produce a new
K-bit number:
Ym,P=

X,

t

‘ t

7-

Receive
Spectrum

2K
6 1

X

1

+ amp
1

or,

I
t

i

Fig. 9b. Matrices in Receive Portion. The matrices show receptiolR
of the frequencies in Fig. 9a (X) and reception of a set of toneS
(0) transmitted by one other user.

Y = ( Ym/, Ym., ... Y m L )
Xm = (Xm, X,, ... X,)

-

+

Y = X,
am
Each T seconds, Y,p selects thecorrespondingtransmitter
frequency. At the receiver, demodulationandmodulo2K
subtraction by thesamenumber nmQ areperformed every
seconds, yielding:

ZmQ= YmR-

word. An error can occur when insertions combine to form a
rowcontainingthesamenumber
of entriesastherow
correspondingtothetransmittedcodeword.
We view the
transmission to each square in the tone detection matrix as an
example of non-coherent, on-off keying. Because of fading of
amplitude and the random changeof phase, it is not possible to
employcoherentdetection
in a mobileenvironment.(Recall
that we used differential phase detection in FH-DPSK scheme,
since the phase is not likely to change significantly from bit to
bit [25].) From the textbook formulas we have [43]:

T

amP= X ,

The sequence of operations is illustrated by the matrices of Fig.
9a and 9b. Each matrix is either a sequence of K-bit numbers
o r afrequence-time
(codeword,address,detectionmatrix)
spectrogram(transmitspectrum,
receive spectrum).Thematrices pertain to one link in a multi-user system. Crosses show
numbers and frequencies generated in that link. Circles show
the contributions of another link. As stated earlier, the transmit
spectrum is generated by modulating the address with a code
word using modulo-2K addition. Equivalently, when each entry
in the address matrix is shifted cyclically by the row number
specified by the codeword matrix,we get the transmit spectrum
(Fig. 9a).
Because of multi-users, extraneous entries are created in the
detection matrix. For example, a word X , transmitted over the
nrhlink will be decoded by the receiver m as:
Z’mP= X ,

+ anP-

= exp

PU

= I - exp (-p2/2(1+p))

where P,c denotes false alarm probability, PO the probability of
deletion (miss), p the normalized threshold set in the receiver
and 5 theaveragesignalto
noise ratio.Theabovescheme,
wherethepresenceorabsence
of energy in eachsquare of
detectionmatrix
is decided,
together
with majority logic
decision is called “Hard-limiting Combining” [44]. Whereas the
hard-limited receiver doesnot
fully exploit.theavailable
statistics of the received signal, it can be shown to be not too
inferior to an ideal likelihood receiver [45,33].
The results on spectrum efficiency q, defined earlier,show
that q is maximum for W = 20 and decreases slightly as W is
reduced to 5 M H z [46]. Thus,splittingthetotalavailable
bandwidth of 20 MHz into smaller bandwidthswill only lead to
reduced efficiency. The effect of shadowing on the performance
of hard-limited receiver was examined in [47]. The results show
thatthesystemcapacitydecreasesto
130 users at P b <
for
averageSNR = 30 dBandlog-normalshadowingstandard
deviation‘,of 12 dB. Also, in cellular
systems,
additional
degradation,occurs due to interference from adjacent
cells. It
could be seen t h a t the performance deteriorates rapidly without
powercontrol.Apowercontrolscheme
wassuggested and
evaluatedforbasetomobilecommunication
[48]. Itwas
observed that with Rayleigh fading and an SNR of 25 dB, the
number of users that could be accommodated in single
a
cell at

4mP

The Z’,p are
scattered
over
different
rows.
The
desired
transmission, on the other hand, is readily identified because it
producesacompleterow
of entries in thedetectionmatrix.
Normally, the fading of the tones and the
receivernoise can
cause a tone to
be detected when none has been transmitted
(falsealarm)and/orcancauseatransmittedtoneto
be
undetected (miss). Even without these impairments, many user
entries can combine to produce a complete row other than X ,
and hence, can cause errors
in the identification of a correct
row
(in
the
word
X m ) . Hence,
majority
a
logic rule i s
attempted: select the
codeword
associated
with
the
row
containing the greatest number of entries. Under this decision
rule, an error will occur when insertions (detected tones due to
other users and false alarms) combine to forma row with more
entriesthantherowcorrespondingtothetransmittedcode
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(-p2/ 2)

PF

40

<

Pb
10-j was about 115. This is a reduction of 55 users from
the isolated cell case.
Intheaboveanalysis,
it wasassumedthatthefrequency
separation between tones,namely I / T , wasgreaterthanthe
coherence bandwidth of the channel and hence, the assumption
that all the tones fade independently. For typical
T = 11.6 p
sec., I / T = 86 KHz.However,thecoherencebandwidth
(defined with respect tocorrelation coefficient of 0.9) varies
from < 0.04 MHz in urban areas to> 0.25 MHz, < 1 MHz in
suburban areas [49]. Thus, it is possible that correlated fading
couldoccurduringdeepfadesand
lead toerrorclustering
[50,5 I].
Improved Address Assignment and Decoding
In FH-MFSK system considered so far, we assumed that the
addresses are assigned randomly. Also, the probability of bit
error P b computed is the value obtained by averaging all the
probability of biterrorsresultingfromanensemble
of all
possible random address assignments. Naturally, this raises the
question, “are there bound to be many links whose
Pb will be
P b < IO--’?”
We find the
very high, even ttiough the average
answer [52], “since only a fraction I / A of a set of positive
numbers can be larger .than A times their average, at least 90
percent of all codes in the collection must have aPb no greater
than ten times average Pb, and 99 percent of all code must have
a Ph no larger than 100 times average Pb.” In fact, the result of
thisargument
is verified by simulationstudies
[53]. The
simulation is doneassuming perfect channel,butmulti-user
interference is considered. It is noticed that maximum BERs
(bit error .rates) do not differ by more than a factor of 2 from
the average BER. However, if the addresses are assigned in a
“bestpossibleway,”
each user couldhavea
nearly identical
performance. One qossible scheme is discussed next.
In [41], the proposed addressing scheme assigns eachuser an
address
am= (y,,r, ytt,/3, y,,,/3 ,... y
where y mc GF(Q)

DL-’)

/3 is any primitive element of GF(Q).
Galois Field exists only for Q being prime
or any integer
power of a prime (Hence, Q canbe 2 K ) t35]. Coding of the user
message rn is done according to:
Yt?I=C&+xm

Observe that this equation is similar to a previous equation. It
is easily shown that for synchronous communication, any two
coded messages Y,.and (m,e
E GF(Q), mZe) could coincide
in onechip,atmost.Then,
it is clearthatunderideal
transmission, to create one spurious rowin the decoded matrix
at a user, at lease L users must have been involved. An error
can occur in the decision process only if one or more spurious
rows are created. A simple upper bound on probability
of bit
error indicates that this bound is slightly less than the average
Ph boundobtainedforrandomaddressing.Thisagreeswith
our expectations.
Since the addressing scheme (above) possesses certain algebraicproperties.
it is possible toexploit
these properties
in thedecoding of messages, therebyaccommodatingmore
number ofusers at a specified Ph, (say < lop3). Suchan
analysis carried out in [54] under ideal conditions shows that
the scheme could accommodate nearly 450 users as compared
to 216 with conventionaldecoding. Of course,thedecoding
scheme requires the knowledge of the addresses of all active
users.Therefore,suchinformation
needs to be periodically
transmitted to mobiles from base. Another difficulty is that the
decodingproceduredoesnotallow
a n easyperformance
evaluation under the conditions of noise and fading. Also, the

complexity of decodingatthemobilescould
be veryhigh,
making the algorithm useless under such a situation.
It is alsopossible
to use spacediversity
of moderate
complexity (2 or 3 branches) to improve the performance of
FH-MFSK [4]. There are some recent results suggesting the
possibility of space diversity with FM or PSK [ 5 5 ] . However,
the number of diversity branches needed is greater than 20 or
so and hence, the implementation becomes formidable. Another
version of space diversity with PSK and time-division retransmission is suggested in [56].

Measures for Spectral Efficiency
M Rb
as a figure of specW
tral efficiency. Apart from other drawbacks of this measure,
there is one which hasnot been observed.Withthe
use of
LPC, it is possible
efficient speech coding techniques, such as
toreduce R b toas low as 4 Kb/sec.Assumesuchcoded
speech, when
passed
throughmobileradiochannels,
still
possesses intelligibility. Then, with FH-systems it can be shown
that J4 would increase considerably. However, because of the
multiplication of M by R h inthedefinition
of q , thenet
increase (it could be a decrease too!) may not be much, and as
such this is clearly misleading because LPC speech also carries
effectively the same information over the same period.Hence, q
is codedependentandcannotbeappliedtocomparetwo
systemsemployingdifferentcodingtechniques.Some
of the
measures of spectral efficiency for land-mobile application and
their usefulness are discussed in [57]. In general, a definition
shouldincludethenumber
of mobiles
served
over
what
bandwidth and geographical area. Clearly q , as defined earlier,
does not include the geometry factor. Finally, a measurewhich
is useful for FM cellular systems expressed in Erlangs I H, m’.
The reader is cautioned that assigning a minimum bandwidth
per channeldoesnotalways
lead t o an overallspectrally
efficient FM system. For example, allocation of 30 KHz per
channel can be spectrally more efficient than an assignment of
1 5 KHz per channel [58]. Next, we discuss some of the aspects
of voice anddatatransmission in FM-cellular systems, with
specific references to AMPS.
In previous sections we used q (=-)

Voice and Data Transmission
Voice Transmission
Speech can be transmitted by an analog modulation, sucha s ,
FM, or by means of a digital radio, after coding the speech.
While AM is conceptually possible, the rate of change and the
depth of fadesthatcanoccuratUHF
have notpermitted
satisfactory
transmission
quality
to
be obtained in this
environment. We shall explain briefly the impairments expected
on voice transmissionandthemeasures
possible to reduce
these,when FM is employed. Specifically, we concentrate on
AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone System) [59,60]. Considering
850 MHz band, Fig. I O shows a sample of Rayleigh envelope
signal obtainedatmovingantenna
measured alonga short
distance of travel. We observe that the Rayleigh fadesoccur
approximately one-half wavelength apart. At carrier frequencies
near 850 MHz, independent fades are aboutseven inches apart.
As the mobile receiver moves through. the radio interference
pattern, it is thereforesubjectedtofrequentfades.
Figure 1 1
showstheprobabilitydistributionfunction
of the received
instantaneous signal power normalized to its mean-value. The
no-diversity curve shows that the fades are such that
10 percent
of thetimethesignal
will be IO’dB below its local mean, 1
percent of the time 20 dB will be below the mean, and so forth.
Also of interest are the quantities, thelevel crossing rate of the
envelope below a specified level, as well as the duration of the
fade
below
the
specified level. These
two
quantities
are
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discussion on this subject, except for a few papers. In
[611, a
differential code with explicit transmission of step Size Over an
error protected channel,.was analyzed for its performance by
simulation studies. Effect of redundant time diversity coding
and bit scrambling was also investigated.
Data Transmission

Fig. 10. Sample of Rayleigh Envelope (carrier at 850 MHz).
n
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dependentonthe
vehicle speed.Apartfromthis
Rayleigh
fading, we have the “shadow fading” causedby terrain features.
In AMPS, discriminator detection is employed to demodulate
voice signals.Duringthedeepfades,thesignalgoes
below
noise level and the noise could “capture” FM
receiver. These
interruptions have a different subjective effect as a function of
thespeed.This
is also called the “click noise.”These clicks
arrive in bursts and are time correlated
with R F signal fades.
Attimesduringfades,the
receiver may be captured by
interference from a co-channel user. The result is a burst of
interfering voice modulation which is unintelligible because of
the short duration of fades. Sometimes, the frequency
offset
between the signal carrier and the co-channel carrier can be
heardas a wobblingtone.Apartfromthese,
we havethe
impulsive noise (due to ignition systems) which is predominant
in urbanareas.Sincemajority
of theimpairmentscome
through fading, it is important to reducethe level, duration,
andfrequency of fades.This is accomplished by “diversity
techniques” discussed earlier. Space diversity is attractive with
FM systems. The effect of a two-branch equal gain combining
diversity system is shown inFig. 1 1 . In AMPS, equal gain or
selection diversity will be used at cell sites, whereas the mobiles,
where the cost and complexity are important, will be provided
withswitcheddiversity.However,performance
of switched
diversity is not as good as equal gain combining
[3]. In addition
to the improvement through diversity, additional improvement
with voice processing circuits are necessary and possible. For
example,variationsintalkervolumecan
havesignificant
effects on thesubjectivequality
of the received signal.Low
volume speakers induce low frequency deviations and hence,
the received signal will be weaker. In contrast, speech from
loud talkers is impaired through excessive clipping distortion in
thetransmitter.Toovercome
these problems, syllabic companders a t the transmitter and the expanders at the
receivers
are employed.
Digital
coding
and
transmission
of speech
has
some
attractivefeatures,namely,
inexpensive coder-decoderimplementation, straight forward speech encryption (bit scrambling),
and
efficient
signal
regeneration.
But
in a mobile
radio
environment, the digital transmission too, faces the problem
of
fading. Without any effective diversity, errors tend to occur in
bursts. Whereas a n average bit error rate of 1 in lo3 still gives
good quality for ADM speech samples, an error rate
of 1 in IO2
is acceptable during short periods. However, since these errors
donotoccurindependentlybutratherinbursts,theyhave
annoying effects onthelistener.Therehasnot
been much
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In the AMPS system discussed above, direct binary frequency
shift keying of thecarrier with discriminatordetection was
employed. The main source
of impairment is once again the
error clustering during fade. Use of error correcting codes (40,
28 BCHcode)alongwith
message repetitionandmajority
voting a t the receiver are considered as measures against burst
errors.
Recently, there has been interest in finding efficient modulation techniques for data transmission in telephone, as well as,
satellite networks [62,63]. In telephone lines, the bandwidth is
at a premium and hence, spectrally efficient techniques to send
of these schemes,
dataathigherratesareimportant.Some
which possess narrow spectrum, also have constant envelope.
The
constant
envelope
property
is important in
satellite
channels where the nonlinear operations used (hard-limited or
class C power amplifiers)
to create adjacent channel interference, if theenvelope
is notconstantlymaintained.These
features are attractive for data transmission
in cellular mobile
radio [64]. Two modulation schemes known as MSK (minimum
shift-keying), which is also called Fast FSK, and TFM (Tamed
Frequency Modulation) can be considered[63,65]. MSK can be
thought of as.a special case of offset QPSK. In normal QPSK,
the incoming data streamis split into “odd” and “even” streams
and are used to modulate the quadrature and in-phase carriers,
respectively, (see Fig. 12). Because of the orthogonality of the
twocarriers, it is possible to recoverthe“odd”and“even”

streamsexactly
a t the receiver, whenthere
is nochannel
impairment. Whereas in QPSK, the bit transitions occur at the
same time, in OQPSK, their occurrences differby rr/2 radians.
Because of this, the phase changes in OQPSK waveform at bit
transitions can only be f r r / 2 , which is in contrast to f7r and
f ~ / changes
2
possible in QPSK. This helpsin out of band
radiationsto be reduced in OQPSK.Withsinusoidal
pulse
weighting in offset DPSK the resulting waveform S(t) can
be
written as (Fig. 12):
7rf

S(1) = a / ( t ) cos (-)

2T

cos (27rf c t )

+ up ( t )sin (-)rrt

Using standardtrigonometricformulaethiscan
ten as:

S ( t ) = cos [2rrf,t

+

bk(t)

piecewise continuous). If thephase is made still smoother, a
much narrowerspectrumcanbeachieved.Onemethod
of
modulationachievingthis
is called theTFM
[64]. Some
comparison between MSK and TFM is as follows:

1) Both are spectrally efficient, though the sharper roll-off of
the spectrum of TFM can be advantageous in reducing
adjacent channel interference.
2) Both are easy to generate.
3) In principle, coherent,differential,anddiscriminator
detection can be employed. for MSK and only the
first
twotypesforTFM.Itcan
be shownthaterrorrate
performance of coherently decoded MSK is equivalent to
that of PSK
(Quartennary
PSK)
whereas, coherent
detection of TFMhasa
loss of 1 dB. Differential
detection of MSK is simple to implement but is slightly
less efficient than
coherent
detection.
A coherently
detected TFM for digital speech, which performs nearly
as good as conventional narrow band FMis given in [64].

sin 2rr fct
be rewrit-

rrt
+ 4k]

2T

Where bk (t) = -a1 (t) aQ (t) and4 k is 0 or n-corresponding
to al=1 or -I.
From the above equationwe observe the following properties
of MSK:

1) It has constant envelope.
2) There is phasecontinuity

in the R F carrier a t thebit
transitions.
3) The signal is an FSK signal, with continuous phase and
withthefrequencyspacing
A = (fc
1/4T) - (f, 1/4T) = I /2T. This is the minimum frequency spacing
which allowsthetwoFSKsignalsto
be coherently
orthogonal, hence the name minimum shift keying.

+

Whereas the phase is continuous in MSK, the derivative of
the
phase
is still discontinuous
(implying
phase
is only

0

2T

In general, it is not easy to construct a simple carrier recovery
circuitwhichenablesone
to regeneratethe reference carrier
precisely and stably in the fast Rayleigh fading channels. The
performances of the differential detection receiversin mobile
radio channels for MSK and TFM can
be found in [66] and [67].
Clearly, someof the spectrallyefficient techniques could soon
find a place in the digital data transmission over mobile radio.

Conclusion
Thistutorialpaperlooksatsome
of thetheoreticaland
design issuesinvolvedin mobile radio communication. While
the review is notexhaustive,many
references are given to
supplement the material presented.

8T
(a)
1
n(t) = -c o s ( 2 ~
f ct -4- ~ / 4 )
4T

t/z
m(t) = -sin(27~f,t
I

Jz

+~/4)

.Fig. 12. a) QPSK modulator. b) Staggering of data streams in
OQPSK.
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